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This is a rural area with nature that should not be disturbed by such a destructive Suitability of use for
the area. For many there may be Loss of light/outlook/privacy. 

 Effect  on conservation areas, flora and fauna need to be nurtured and protected,  the negative effect
of the pollution could be devastating. Slow worms are protected and in danger and many live in the
area. The dust and fumes would be detrimental to the health of men women and children, many of
whom in the area are elderly or have breathing issues like me and moved from London to this rural
sea area for the health benefits of cleaner air! Pollution kills. Especially for young people like me. 

The  Dust/odour/fumes likely damaging to lungs and likely our wildlife.  Being close to the sea the
pollution likely being blown to us and other nearby villages. Just shouldn't be allowed. 

Impact on trees/hedgerows would be tragic, all local ones would be susceptible to negative effects of
pollution and are supposed to be protected by law! 

The tower funnel churning out smoke especially
would be a most ugly feature to bring to such a
beautiful quiet rural area. We need to preserve
life here not destroy it. With ugly imposing
buildings that do not fit in with the landscape
around them!

We already have many more homes being built in
our rural area which will see Traffic increase, this facility will
increase it more so making more noise and pollution to effect the lungs and flora and fauna. Small
villages are no place for large volumes of traffic its not safe for our children

 Especially as the facility will mean many large industrial vehicles coming and going on our tiny roads. 

 Impact on natural environment including animals and their habitat will be undeniably negative too and
they need to be protected.  Pollution and noise effect on wildlife in our  beautiful rural area will be
devastating.  

Noise and disturbance for locals as well as wildlife, this facility in every way does not fit in with the
surroundings they intend to place it in. 

The Effect on landscape or character of area will be negative and irreversible. We are proud of our
rural area and moved here for the landscape and character, we must not make it just another
industrial site. Please help us fight this. I know many feel the same and don't know a single person
who wants this pollution spewing eye sore of a monstrosity here damaging our flora and wildlife and
our health. Please stop this for their sakes and for our children's sake. Their young lungs are not
made to inhale fumes of any sort toxic or not. 

I pray our council and deciding bodies see sense and fight tooth and nail to protect us from this.  

Kind regards. 

Mrs J Corkill 
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